Booklists

As you look through these booklists, you’ll find more than five hundred titles of books that have been divided into the following categories:

- Biography, Autobiography, and Historical Fiction
- Fantasy and Science Fiction
- Humor and Laughter
- Informational Books
- Mysteries
- Poetry
- Realistic Fiction
- Short Story Collections
- Sports and Sports Stories
- Stories Told in Picture Book Format

Many thanks go to Jeanette Choy and Erica Quintella, students at the University of Houston during this writing, who worked for months on these lists. More thanks must go to Teri Lesesne, young adult book review column editor for the NCTE journal *Voices from the Middle*, for her many suggestions to these lists. These three people helped immensely in creating these lists. While I borrowed their ideas without shame, I must claim sole responsibility for any mistakes made in these lists.

I’ve included young adult titles, fiction and nonfiction, that engage our reluctant readers. While the list leans toward the newer books, some older titles are so popular with reluctant readers that I simply could not omit them. If your favorite title doesn't appear in this list, then simply pencil it in. You, of course, need to be the final judge for whether or not a particular book is right for a particular student.
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Biography, Autobiography, and Historical Fiction

Anderson, Laurie Halse. *Fever 1793*.
Beals, Melba Patillo. *Warriors Don’t Cry*.
Bitton-Jackson, Livia. *I Have Lived a Thousand Years: Growing Up in the Holocaust*.
Blackwood, Gary. *The Shakespeare Stealer*.
Cadnum, Michael. *The Book of the Lion*.
Campbell, Patty. *Presenting Robert Cormier*.
Chang, Pang-Mei Natasha. *Bound Feet and Western Dress*.
Cormier, Robert. *Heroes*.
Cox, Clinton. *Buffalo Soldiers*.
Crowe, Chris. *Presenting Mildred Taylor*.
Cushman, Karen. *Catherine Called Birdy; The Midwife’s Apprentice; The Ballad of Lucy Whipple*.
Denenberg, Barry. *Voices from Vietnam*.
Dorris, Michael. *Morning Girl*.
Feelings, Tom. *The Middle Passage: White Ships/Black Cargo*.
Fleischman, Paul. *Dateline: Troy; Bull Run*.
Fox, Paula. *Slave Dancer*.
Fradin, Dennis Brindell, and Judith Bloom Fradin. *Ida B. Wells: Mother of the Civil Rights Movement*.
Freedman, Russell. *Martha Graham: A Dancer’s Life; Babe Didrickson Zaharias; Lincoln: A Photobiography; The Life and Death of Crazy Horse*.
Fritz, Jean. *Bully for You, Teddy Roosevelt*.
Gantos, Jack. *Hole in My Life*.
Garden, Nancy. *Dove and Sword: A Novel of Joan of Arc*.
Garland, Sherry. *Indio*.
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Giff, Patricia Reilly. *Lily's Crossing; Nory Ryan's Song.*
Gottlieb, Lori. *Sick Figure: A Diary of My Former Self.*
Hansen, Joyce. *The Captive.*
Haskins, Jim. *Black Eagles.*
Hesse, Karen. *Out of the Dust; Witness.*
Hickam, Homer H. *Rocket Boys: A Memoir.*
Hite, Sid. *Stick and Whittle.*
Hobbler, Dorothy, and Hobbler, Thomas. *The Ghost in the Tokaido Inn; Demon in the Teahouse.*
Holm, Jennifer. *Our Only May Amelia.*
Hoose, Philip. *It's Our World, Too! Young People Who Make a Difference.*
Ingold, Jeanette. *The Window.*
Kerr, M. E. *Blood on the Forehead.*
Krull, Kathleen. *Lives of the Presidents; Presenting Paula Danziger.*
Lasky, Kathryn. *Beyond the Burning Time; Beyond the Divide.*
Lawlor, Laurie. *Helen Keller: Rebellious Spirit.*
Levine, Ellen. *A Fence Away from Freedom; Freedom's Children.*
Lipsyte, Robert. *Arnold Schwarzenegger; Jim Thorpe.*
Lowry, Lois. *Number the Stars.*
Marrin, Albert. *Commander-in-Chief.*
Matas, Carol. *The Burning Time.*
Mazer, Norma Fox. *Good Night, Maman.*
McKissack, Patricia. *Young, Black, and Determined: A Biography.*
Murphy, Jim. *Blizzard: the Storm That Changed America.*
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Myers, Walter Dean. *Bad Boy: A Memoir; The Greatest: Muhammad Ali; At Her Majesty’s Request.*


Napoli, Donna Jo. *Song of the Magdalene.*


Paterson, Katherine. *Lyddie; Jip, His Story.*

Paulsen, Gary. *Nightjohn; Sarney; Soldier’s Heart.*

Peck, Richard. *A Long Way from Chicago; A Year Down Yonder; Fair Weather.*


Robinet, Harriette. *Forty Acres and a Mule.*

Ryan, Pam Munoz. *Esperanza Rising.*


Thomas, Jane Resh. *Behind the Mask; The Life of Queen Elizabeth I.*

Tillage, Leon Walter. *Leon’s Story.*

Winnick, Judd. *Pedro and Me.*

Wolff, Virginia Euwer. *Bat 6.*

Yolen, Jane. *Devil’s Arithmetic.*

**Fantasy and Science Fiction**

Atwater-Rhodes, Amelia. *In the Forest of the Night.*

Barron, T. A. *Tree Girl; The Lost Years of Merlin; The Ancient One.*

Card, Orson Scott. *Ender’s Game; Ender’s Shadow; Shadow of the Hegemon.*

Dickinson, Peter. *Eva.*

Gilmore, Kate. *The Exchange Student.*

Haddix, Margaret Peterson. *Among the Hidden; Among the Impostors.*

Hautman, Pete. *Mr. Was; Hole in the Sky.*
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Kindl, Patrice. *Goose Chase.*
Logue, Mary. *Dancing with an Alien.*
McKinley, Robin. *Rose Daughter.*
Napoli, Donna Jo. *Sirena; Crazy Jack; Spinners; Zel.*
Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds. *Jade Green.*
Nix, Garth. *Sabriel.*
Pullman, Philip. *The Golden Compass; Amber Spyglass; Subtle Knife; I Was a Rat.*
Rowling, J. K. *Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone; Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets; Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire; Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban.*
Shusterman, Neal. *Downsiders.*
Skurzynski, Gloria. *Virtual War.*
Sleator, William. *Boxes; Interstellar Pig; Others See Us; Rewind; The Duplicate.*
Tolan, Stephanie. *Welcome to the Ark.*
Vande Velde, Vivian. *Never Trust a Dead Man.*
Wrede, Patricia. *Dealing with Dragons.*

**Humor and Laughter**

Bauer, Joan. *Squashed; Thwonk; Hope Was Here; Rules of the Road.*
Cabot, Meg. *The Princess Diaries; Princess in the Spotlight; Princess in Love.*
Conford, Ellen. *A Royal Pain.*
Coville, Bruce. *Odder Than Ever.*
Danziger, Paula. *The United States of America; This Place Has No Atmosphere.*
Eberhardt, Thomas. *Rat Boys: Dating Experiment.*
Hite, Sid. *Stick and Whittle; Cecil in Space.*
Horvath, Polly. *Everything on a Waffle.*
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Gantos, Jack. *Joey Pigza Swallowed the Key; Joey Pigza Loses Control; Jack’s Black Book.*
Groening, Matt. *Simpsons Comics Royale.*
Lynch, Chris. *Slot Machine; Extreme Elvin.*
Paulsen, Gary. *The Schernoff Discoveries.*
Pilkey, Dav. *Captain Underpants and the Wrath of the Wicked Wedgie Woman; Ricky Ricotta’s Mighty Robot vs. the Mecha-Monkeys from Mars.*
Pinkwater, Daniel. *Fat Camp Commandos.*
Rennison, Louise. *Angus, Thongs, and Full Frontal Snogging: On the Bright Side, I’m Now the Girlfriend of a Sex Goddess.*
Scieszka, Jon. *Squids Will Be Squids; True Story of the Three Little Pigs; Tut Tut: See You Later, Gladiator.*
Snicket, Lemony. *The Bad Beginning.*
Townsend, Sue. *The Adrian Mole Diaries.*

**Informational Books**

Allison, Anthony. *Hear These Voices: Youth at the Edge of the Millennium.*
Atkin, S. Beth. *Voices from the Streets: Young Former Gang Members Tell Their Stories.*
Bachrach, Susan D. *The Nazi Olympics: Berlin 1936.*
Bartoletti, Susan Campbell. *Kids on Strike.*
Colman, Penny. *Corpses, Coffins and Crypts; Toilets, Bathtubs, Sinks and Sewers: A History of the Bathroom.*
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Cooper, Michael. Fighting for Honor: Japanese Americans and World War II.
Dominick, Andie. Needles.
Fishbein, Amy. The Truth About Girlfriends.
Friedman, Linda, and White, Dana, editors. Teen People: Real Life Diaries: Inspiring True Stories from Celebrities and Real Teens.
Garner, Eleanor Ramrath. Eleanor’s Story: An American Girl in Hitler’s Germany.
Gourley, Catherine. Good Girl Work: Factories, Sweatshops, and How Women Changed Their Role in the Workforce.
Gravelle, Karen. 5 Ways to Know About You.
Groening, Matt. Simpson’s Comics A-Go-Go.
Guinness Book of World Records.
Hoose, Phillip. We Were There, Too! Young People in U.S. History.
Jennings, Peter, and Brewster, Todd. The Century for Young People.
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Krizmanic, Judy. *Teen's Vegetarian Cookbook.*
Kuhn, Betsy. *Angels of Mercy: The Army Nurses of World War II.*
Larson, Gary. *There's a Hair in My Dirt: A Worm's Story.*
Levinson, Nancy Smiler. *She's Been Working on the Railroad.*
Marrin, Albert. *Terror of the Spanish Main.*
Mattison, Chris. *Snake.*
McKee, Tim, and Blackshaw, Anne. *No More Strangers Now.*
McKissack, Patricia C., and McKissack, Fredrick L. *Rebels Against Slavery: American Slave Revolts.*
Murphy, Jim. *Blizzard: The Storm That Changed America.*
Myers, Walter Dean. *One More River to Cross: An African American Photograph Album.*
Okutoro, Lydia Omolola. *Quiet Storm: Voices of Young Black Poets.*
Opdyke, Irene Gut. *In My Hands: Memories of a Holocaust Rescuer.*
Paulsen, Gary. *Puppies, Dogs, and Blue Northers: Reflections on Being Raised by a Pack of Sled Dogs; Guts.*
Sandler, Martin W. *Inventors.*
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Shaw, Tucker. *Dreams: Explore the You That You Can't Control.*
Shaw, Tucker, and Gibb, Fiona. . . . *Any Advice?*
Stine, Megan. *Seventeen Trauma-Rama: Life's Most Embarrassing Moments . . . and How to Deal.*
Ung, Loung. *First They Killed My Father: A Daughter of Cambodia.*
Wilcox, Charlotte. *Mummies, Bones, and Body Parts.*
Winick, Judd. *Pedro and Me.*

**Mystery**

Almond, David. *Skellig.*
Atkins, Catherine. *When Jeff Comes Home.*
Avi. *Wolf Rider; The Man Who Was Poe; Midnight Magic.*
Cooney, Caroline. *The Face on the Milk Carton; Whatever Happened to Janie?; The Voice on the Radio; Fatality.*
Cormier, Robert. *In the Middle of the Night.*
Cross, Gillian. *Tightrope.*
Duncan, Lois. *Don't Look Behind You; Stranger with My Face; The Third Eye; Gallows' Hill.*
Gilmore, Kate. *The Exchange Student.*
Glen, Mel. *Who Killed Mr. Chippendale?; The Taking of Room 114; Foreign Exchange.*
Hobbs, Will. *Ghost Canoe.*
Konigsberg, E. L. *Silent to the Bone.*
Levin, Betty. *Shadow-Catcher.*
MacGregor, Rob. *Prophecy Rock; Hawk Moon.*
McDonald, Joyce. *Swallowing Stones.*
Myers, Walter Dean. *Monster.*
Nixon, Joan Lowery. *Nobody Was There; Secret, Silent Screams; The Dark and Deadly Pool; Playing for Keeps; The Other Side of Dark; The Haunting; Who Are You?*
Plum-Ucci, Carol. *The Body of Christopher Creed.*
Qualey, Marsha. *Close to a Killer.*
Roberts, Willo Davis. *Twisted Summer; Pawns.*
Ryan, Mary Elizabeth. *Alias.*
Sachar, Louis. *Holes.*
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Sweeney, Joyce. *Shadow*.
Sykes, Shelley. *For Mike*.
Van Draanen, Wendelin. *Sammy Keyes and the Hollywood Mummy*.
Vande Velde, Vivian. *Never Trust a Dead Man*.
Werlin, Nancy. *The Killer’s Cousin; Black Mirror; Locked Inside*.
White, Robb. *Deathwatch*.

**Authors of Adult Mysteries Teens Often Enjoy**

Baldacci, David.
Brown, Sandra.
Clark, Mary Higgins.
Cook, Robin.
Cornwell, Patricia.
Grafton, Sue.
Grisham, John.
Kellerman, Jonathan.
King, Stephen.
Koontz, Dean.

**Poetry**

Alarcon, Francisco. *From the Bellybutton of the Moon and Other Summer Poems; Laughing Tomatoes and Other Spring Poems*.
Carlson, Lori M. *Cool Salsa: Bilingual Poems on Growing Up Latino in the United States*.
Cotner, June. *Teen Sunshine Reflections: Words for the Heart and Soul*.
Dakos, Kalli. *If You’re Not Here, Raise Your Hand: Poems About School*.
Fletcher, Ralph. *Buried Alive: The Elements of Love*.
Franco, Betsy, editor. *You Hear Me? Poems and Writings by Teenage Boys; Things I Have to Tell You: Poems and Writings by Teenage Girls*.
Glenn, Mel. *Class Dismissed; Class Dismissed II*.
Gordon, Ruth. *Pierced by a Ray of Sun: Poems About the Times We Feel Alone*.
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Greenberg, Jan. *Heart to Heart.*
Herrera, Juan Felipe. *Laughing Out Loud, I Fly.*
Hughes, Langston. *The Block.*
Janeczko, Paul, editor. *Seeing the Blue Between; Poetspeak; The Place My Words Are Looking For.*
Janeczko, Paul, and Nye, Naomi Shihab. *I Feel a Little Jumpy Around You.*
Mora, Pat. *My Own True Name.*
Nye, Naomi Shihab. *This Same Sky; The Space Between Our Footsteps; What Have You Lost?*
Soto, Gary. *Baseball in April and Other Poems.*
Straus, Gwen. *Trail of Stones.*
Von Ziegesar, Cecily. *SLAM.*
Wong, Janet S. *Behind the Wheel: Poems About Driving.*

**Realistic Fiction**

Anderson, Laurie Halse. *Speak.*
Atkins, Catherine. *When Jeff Came Home.*
Avi. *Nothing But the Truth.*
Bauer, Cat. *Harley: Like a Person.*
Bauer, Joan. *Hope Was Here; Rules of the Road.*
Bauer, Marion Dane. *A Question of Trust.*
Bennett, Cherie. *Life in the Fat Lane; Love Him Forever.*
Bloor, Edward. *Tangerine.*
Blume, Judy. *Here’s to You, Rachel Robinson.*
Brashares, Ann. *Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants.*
Burgess, Melvin. *Smack.*
Cabot, Meg. *The Princess Diaries; Princess in the Spotlight; Princess in Love.*
Carter, Alden R. *Bull Catcher.*
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Coman, Carolyn. *Many Stones.*
Conford, Ellen. *I Love You. I Hate You, Get Lost; Crush*
Conly, Jane Leslie. *Crazy Lady!*
Cooney, Caroline. *Driver’s Ed; Fatality; Fire; The Terrorist.*
Cormier, Robert. *Tenderness.*
Couloumbis, Audrey. *Say Yes.*
Creech, Sharon. *Chasing Redbird.*
Crutcher, Chris. *Whale Talk.*
Davis, Jenny. *Sex Education.*
DeVries, Anke. *Bruises.*
DiCamillo, Kate. *Because of Winn Dixie.*
Draper, Sharon M. *Forged by Fire; Tears of a Tiger; Romiette and Julio.*
Ferris, Jean. *Of Sound Mind; Love Among the Walnuts.*
Fleischman, Paul. *Whirligig.*
Finn, Alex. *Breathing Underwater; Breaking Point.*
Frank, E. R. *Life Is Funny; America.*
Griffin, Adele. *Amandine.*
Giles, Gail. *Shattering Glass.*
Haddix, Margaret Peterson. *Don’t You Dare Read This, Mrs. Dunphrey; Leaving Fishers.*
Heneghan, James. *Flood.*
Hesser, Terry. *Spencer Kissing Doorknob.*
Hobbs, Will. *Downriver; The Maze.*
Holt, Kimberly Willis. *When Zachary Beaver Came to Town.*
Howe, James. *The Misfits.*
Herrera, Juan Felipe. *Crashboomlove: A Novel in Verse.*
Johnson, Angela. *Toning the Sweep; Heaven.*
Klass, David. *You Don’t Know Me.*
Koertge, Ron. *The Brimstone Journals.*
Mack, Tracy. *Drawing Lessons.*
Mackler, Carolyn. *Love and Other Four Letter Words.*
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Martinez, Victor. *Parrot in the Oven: Mi Vida.*
McCormick, Patricia. *Cut.*
McDonald, Janet. *Spellbound.*
Moore, Martha. *Matchit.*
Myers, Walter Dean. *Monster.*
Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds. *Outrageously Alice.*
Oates, Joyce Carol. *Big Mouth and Ugly Girl.*
Rennison, Louise. *Angus Thongs and Full Frontal Snogging.*
Sebestyen, Ouida. *Out of Nowhere.*
Snyder, Zilpha Keatley. *Cat Running.*
Sones, Sonya. *What My Mother Doesn't Know.*
Soto, Gary. *Local News.*
Spinelli, Jerry. *Maniac Magee; Crash; Stargirl.*
Strasser, Todd. *Give a Boy a Gun.*
Thomas, Rob. *Doing Time: Notes from the Undergrad.*
Trueman, Terry. *Stuck in Neutral.*
White, Ruth. *Belle Prater's Boy.*
Williams, Carol Lynch. *A Mother to Embarrass Me; My Angelica.*
Williams, Lori Aurelia. *When Kambia Elaine Flew in from Neptune.*
Wirtlinger, Ellen. *Razzle.*
Wolff, Virginia Euwer. *Probably Still Nick Swanson; Make Lemonade; True Believer.*
Woodson, Jacqueline. *If You Come Softly.*
Yolen, Jane, and Coville, Bruce. *Armageddon Summer.*

**Short Story Collections**

Appelt, Kathi. *Kissing Tennessee and Other Stories from the Stardust Dance.*
Bauer, Marion Dane. *Am I Blue? Coming Out from the Silence.*
Blume, Judy. *Places I Never Meant to Be.*
Book, Rick. *Necking with Louise.*
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Cart, Michael, editor. *Love and Sex: Ten Stories of Truth; Tomorrowland: 10 Stories About the Future.*

Cofer, Judith Ortiz. *An Island Like You: Stories of the Barrio.*

Conford, Ellen. *Crush.*

Cormier, Robert. *8 Plus 1.*

Coville, Bruce. *Odder Than Ever.*

Crowe, Chris, editor. *From the Outside Looking In: Short Stories for LDS Teenagers.*

Crutcher, Chris. *Athletic Shorts.*

Dines, Carol. *Talk to Me.*

Duncan, Lois, editor. *Night Terror: Stories of Shadow and Substance.*

Gallo, Donald R., editor. *On the Fringe; No Easy Answers: Short Stories About Teenagers Making Tough Choices; Sixteen; Visions; Connections; Join In; Ultimate Sports.*


Lynch, Chris. *All the Old Haunts.*


Mazer, Harry, editor. *Twelve Shots: Outstanding Short Stories.*

Myers, Walter Dean. *145th Street Short Stories.*

Nixon, Joan Lowery. *Ghost Town.*

Rochman, Hazel, and McCampbell, Darlene. *Leaving Home.*

Shusterman, Neal. *Mindstorms: Stories to Blow Your Mind.*

Silvey, Anita, selector. *Help Wanted: Short Stories of Young People at Work.*

Stearns, Michael. *A Wizard’s Dozen.*


Wiess, Jerry, and Weiss, Helen. *From One Experience to Another: Award-Winning Authors Sharing Real-Life Experiences Through Fiction.*


**Sports and Sports Stories**

Anderson, Dave. *The Story of Basketball; The Story of Football; The Story of the Olympics.*
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Anderson, Joan. *Rookie: Tamika Whitmore's First Year in the WNBA*.
Cadnum, Michael. *Redheaded*.
Carr, Alden. *Bull Catcher*.
Christopher, Matt. *Cool as Ice; On the Course with Tiger Woods*.
Crutcher, Chris. *Athletic Shorts; Ironman; Running Loose; Stotan!; Whale Talk*.
Deuker, Carl. *On the Devil's Court; Night Hoops*.
Draper, Sharon. *Tears of a Tiger*.
Dygard, Thomas J. *Second Stringer*.
Ferris, Jean. *Eight Seconds*.
Genet, Robert. *Funny Cars; Lowriders*.
Glenn, Mel. *Jump Ball: A Basketball Season in Poems*.
Hayhurst, Chris. *Bicycle Stunt Riding: Catch Air!*
Hawk, Tony, and Mortimer, Sean. *Hawk: Occupation Skateboarder*.
Jenkins, A. M. *Damage*.
Jeter, Derek. *Game Day: My Life On and Off the Field*.
Johnson, Scott. *Safe at Second*.
Klass, David. *Danger Zone*.
Krull, Kathleen. *Lives of Athletes: Thrills, Spills (and What the Neighbors Thought)*.
Lee, Marie. *Necessary Roughness*.
Lewin, Ted. *I Was a Teenage Professional Wrestler*.
Lewman, David. *When I Was Your Age: Remarkable Achievements of Famous Athletes at Every Age from 1 to 100*.
Lipsyte, Robert. *The Contender; Shadow Boxer*.
Lynch, Chris. *Gold Dust*.
Ritter, John. *Choosing Up Sides; Over the Wall.*
Roberts, Jeremy. *Rock and Ice Climbing: Top the Tower!*
Smith, Charles R. *Tall Tales: Six Amazing Basketball Dreams.*
Spinelli, Jerry. *There’s a Girl in My Hammerlock.*
Wallace, Rich. *Wrestling Sturbridge; Shots on Goal; Playing Without the Ball.*
Weaver, Will. *Hard Ball; Striking Out; Farm Team.*
Wolff, Virginia Euwer. *Bat 6.*

**Easy Reading Sports Series**

NFL Today Series, published by Creative Education.
Race Car Legends Series, published by Chelsea House.
Hoops series, published by Ballantine.
Scrappers series, published by Aladdin.
Girls Only (GO!) series, published by Bethany House.
Pro Wrestling Legends series, published by Chelsea House.

**Stories Told in Picture Book Format**

Beneduce, Ann Keay, reteller. *Jack and the Beanstalk.*
Bridges, Ruby. *Through My Eyes.*
Colville, Bruce. *Macbeth.*
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Curlee, Lynn. *Brooklyn Bridge.*
Fanelli, Sara. *My Map Book.*
Frasier, Debra. *Miss Alaneius: A Vocabulary Disaster.*
Garland, Sherry. *You Don't Know Me.*
Innocenti, Roberto. *Rose Blanche.*
Janeczko, Paul. *A Poke in the "I."*
Lester, Julius. *From Slave Ship to Freedom Road.*
Locker, Thomas. *Sky Tree.*
Miller, William. *Tituba.*
Myers, Christopher. *Wings.*
Polacco, Patricia. *Pink and Say.*
Prelutsky, Jack. *Auwful Ogre's Awful Day.*
Rappaport, Doreen. *Martini's Big Words.*
San Souci, Robert. *Cinderella Skeleton.*
Scieszka, Jon, and Smith, Lane. *Math Curse; The True Story of the Three Little Pigs; The Stinky Cheese Man.*
Sierra, Judy. *Monster Goose.*
Solheim, James. *It's Disgusting and We Ate It! True Food Facts from Around the World and Throughout History.*
St. George, Judith. *So You Want to Be President?*  
Stanley, Diane. *Good Queen Bess, The Story of Elizabeth I of England; Shaka: King of the Zulus; Bard of Avon: The Story of William Shakespeare; Charles Dickens: The Man Who Had Great Expectations; Michelangelo; Peter the Great; Leonardo da Vinci; Cleopatra; Rumpelstilskin's Daughter; Saving Sweetness.*
Thomas, Velma Maia. *Lest We Forget: The Passage from Africa to Slavery and Emancipation.*
Tsuchiyz, Yukio. *Faithful Elephants.*
Van Allsburg, Chris. *The Mysteries of Harris Burdick.*
Weitzman, Jacqueline Preiss. *You Can't Take a Balloon into the Metropolitan Museum.*
Wiesner, David. *Three Little Pigs.*
Wild, Margaret. *Let the Celebrations Begin.*
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